
ChinlockZ

ChinlockZ SWS

SnakelockZ

Fish love structure, including weed beds, standing or fallen
timber, rock bars and freshly flooded grass, but the trouble
for anglers is how to get the lure in and out without snagging
or fouling. Soft plastics rigged on one of TT Lures snagless
solutions are the perfect option for fishing structure, allowing
you to fish deep in the structure where the fish are holding…
when a fish eats it though, it’s over to you!

SNAGLESS
SOLUTIONS

ChinlockZ are an unweighted worm hook that feature a ‘chin
lock’ system to secure your soft plastic in place on the hook,
allowing you to cast hard, work your plastic aggressively and
maximise the chances of your plastic still swimming correctly even
after a strike. Being unweighted it is ideal for fishing soft plastics on the
surface through and over structure.

ChinlockZ SWS (Snagless Weight System) feature the
TT ‘chin lock’ system along with a belly weight that creates a
slow, natural, horizontal sink that fish find irresistible. It is ideal for
slow sinking soft plastics deep into structure in slower currents and
water depths up to a couple of metres. It is also a go-to when buzzing
frogs over weed beds and timber, and through pockets for barra and cod.

SnakelockZ feature a ‘chin lock’ along with a free-
swinging front weight for maximum action. This front
weight is attached via a 75lb test rated, stainless steel
through wire loop that allows the head to be removed for surface
fishing or to mix and match hook sizes and head weights as required.

● TT Lures ChinlockZ, ChinlockZ SWS and SnakelockZ are built on Mustad, heavy duty,
chemically sharpened, black nickel worm hooks.

● ZMan soft plastics are ideal for worm hook rigging due to their durability and buoyancy, along
with their softness and flexibility that sees the plastic easily shifted and hook point exposed
when a fish strikes.

● A general guide is 2/0-4/0 for 3-4” plastics, 4/0-6/0 for 5” and 6/0-8/0 for 6”+ plastics.

● When using FrogZ a 6/0 is ideal for 4” FrogZ and an 8/0 for 6” FrogZ when targeting cod,
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